Hanno Detailing

3813 Hidden Hills Drive, Dripping Springs, TX 78620
(512)-660-1572 | hannodetailing@gmail.com

Texas
Auto Detailing Packages
2hr Express Detail
Vehicles wheels, wheel wells, tires, trim and front fascia
are first pre soaked, scrubbed and rinsed to loosen and
remove dirt, grime, grease and bug splatter residue.
Door jambs are thoroughly cleaned and dried. The Exterior is then washed , dried and a spray sealent applied
leaving a high gloss and hydrophobic finish on your
vehicles paintwork.

Your auto interior is first air purged and vacuumed to
remove dust and dirt and other debris from your cars
interior including floor boards and hard to access cracks
and crevices. Leather and vinyl parts along with trim are
treated and detailed so they look like new and dash
board, door panel, consoles, and pockets are also given
special attention. Windows are cleaned inside and out.

Summary
Exterior:

Sedans Shop - $85

Facia Pretreated for bug residue
Door jams degreased and cleaned
Hand wash
Wheel wells cleaned and dressed
Tires and wheels cleaned and dressed
30-Day Spray Sealant applied
Windows Inside and out

Interior:

/Mobile Service - $95

Minivans Trucks & SUV's : Shop

Carpets and mats thoroughly vaccuumed including
between and under seats
Door panels and side pockets are wet dusted
Dash will be wet dusted
Center console and cup holders will be wet dusted
Tracks under the seat will be cleaned
Trunk will be wet dusted and vacuumed

/Mobile Service - $105

*For excessive dog hair or Excessively dirty interior, please consider our Interior
detail Service or Premium Detail service.

$95

Premium Detail Package
This is a package was designed for vehicles that do not
need a lot of work to the exterior, but the interior of the
vehicle needs extra attention.
The exterior is washed to remove any dirt before a one
step polish is performed to the paintwork to remove
minor swirls and minor scratches then a 3 month
carnauba wax is applied to provide paint protection and
gloss to the vehicle.
The interior of the vehicle will get our Complete Interior

service. Your auto interior is first air purged and vacuumed to remove dust, dirt and other debris from your
vehicles interior including floor boards and hard to
access cracks and crevices. Leather and vinyl parts
along with trim are treated and detailed to look like new.
The dash board, door panels, consoles and pockets are
given special attention. We spot treat interior upholstery
and carpet in order to shampoo them by hand, then
deep clean with a heated extractor to remove the stale
odors, grime and ground-in dirt. We also clean all exterior and interior mirrors, windows and gauges.

Summary
Exterior:

Sedans Shop -

Facia Pretreated for bug residue
Door jams degreased and cleaned
Hand wash
Wheel wells cleaned and dressed
Tires and wheels cleaned and dressed
One step polish (removes minor swirl marks and minor
scratches) and wax
Windows Inside and out

Interior:

$250 / Mobile Service $270
(4 hrs-5hrs)

Minivans,Trucks and SUV's
Shop - $290 / Mobile Service $310
( 5.5-6.5hr)

Carpets and mats thoroughly vaccuumed including
between and under seats
Door panels and side pockets are cleaned and
dressed
Dash will be cleaned and dressed
Center console , air vents and cup holders are
cleaned
Tracks under the seat will be cleaned
Carpets and mats are pre-spotted and shampooed.
Leather seats are cleaned , reconditioned and
protectant applied
Cloth seats are shampooed
Trunk area will be vacuumed , cleaned and dressed

Oversized Vehicles - Please call for estimate....
*For vehicles with dog hair or excessively dirty interiors add +1hr to the service time.

Platinum Detail Package
This is a package was designed for vehicles that need
a lot of work to the exterior and the interior of the vehicle
needs extra attention. Also great for vehicles being
prepped for sale in order to command a higher trade
in/sale price.
The exterior is washed to remove any dirt before the
surface is treated with Iron X to release embedded iron
particles and neutralize caustic compounds. A clay bar
process follows to remove embedded contaminants
that cause the paint to feel rough when you run your
hands across the surface of the car. After this, a 2 step
compounding and polish is performed to the paintwork
to remove medium-major swirls and scratches then a 3
month carnauba wax is applied to provide paint protec-

Summary
Exterior:
Facia Pretreated for bug residue
Door jams degreased and cleaned
Hand wash
Wheel wells cleaned and dressed
Tires and wheels cleaned and dressed
One step polish (removes minor swirl marks and minor
scratches) and wax
Windows Inside and out

Interior:
Carpets and mats thoroughly vaccuumed including
between and under seats
Door panels and side pockets are cleaned and
dressed
Dash will be cleaned and dressed
Center console , air vents and cup holders are
cleaned
Tracks under the seat will be cleaned
Carpets and mats are pre-spotted and shampooed.
Leather seats are cleaned , reconditioned and
protectant applied
Cloth seats are shampooed
Trunk area will be vacuumed , cleaned and dressed

tion and gloss to the vehicle. ( 70%-80% paint correction.)
The interior of the vehicle will get our Whole Interior
service. Your auto interior is first air purged and vacuumed to remove dust, dirt and other debris from your
vehicles interior including floor boards and hard to
access cracks and crevices. Leather and vinyl parts
along with trim are treated and detailed to look like new.
The dash board, door panels, consoles and pockets are
given special attention. We spot treat interior upholstery
and carpet in order to shampoo them by hand, then
deep clean with a heated extractor to remove the stale
odors, grime and ground-in dirt. We also clean all exterior and interior mirrors, windows and gauges.

Engine
Engine compartment is shampooed with special
degreasers & cleaners to break down caked up grease
and grime that has deposited on firewalls, liquid
containers and valve covers. Engine compartment is
then “dressed” with a non silicone low sheen dressing.
Although many precautions are taken not to damage
electronic sensors we are not responsible for damage
that could occur.

Sedans $290 / Mobile Service $310.00
(6hrs)

Minivans,Trucks and SUV's

$340 / Mobile Service $360
(7 hrs)

*For vehicles with dog hair or excessively dirty interiors add +1hr to the service time.
*If the Check engine light is on, we unfortunately cannot shampoo the engine.
*Please call for estimate on oversized vehicles.
Additional Services

Headlight Reconditioning

$70/pair
Most vehicle headlights are covered with a protective, transparent, plastic lens that becomes opaque and
cloudy and can severely restrict the amount of light reaching the road. This clouding is caused by accumulated
exposure to ultraviolet light however replacing your headlights can be very expensive. By getting your headlights
reconditioned they will be returned to like new condition for a much lower price.

Fabric and Leather Protection/Coat

$60
The fabric protector creates a strong coating, which protects fabrics not only against dirt, but most of all UV
rays. It helps to prevent textiles from fading and losing its original color tone, which may occur due to long-term
exposure of UV rays in direct sunlight or strong chemicals.Also helps to maintain all textiles in your car in perfect
shape. It has strong hydrophobic properties, that ensure ease of dirt removal. Protected textiles don't absorb
as much dirt as bare ones. Even in case of fabric convertible tops.
The Leather Coating ensures a high level of protection as the coating itself is hydrophobic and repels both
liquids and dirt. It also provides strong protection against UV rays, allowing to keep for a long time the freshness
of colors even in hot and sunny climates. The Leather coating is designed to protect leather trim for a maximal
possible time by preventing it from dirt, sweat, salt and fats. Its hydrophobic properties and strong bonding to
the surface help to protect against pollutants that may penetrate structure of your trim. Also provides protection
against any discoloration resulting upon contact with leather belts, jackets or jeans trousers.
Before application, it is highly recommended to have the interior cleaned using either our 2 hr Express Detail or
Whole Interior Service

Engine Shampooing

$45
Keeping a vehicles engine clean actually will help it to run cooler, makes it easier to service and increases resale
value. Engine compartment is shampooed with special degreasers & cleaners to break down caked up grease
and grime that has deposited on firewalls, liquid containers and valve covers. Engine compartment is then
“dressed” with a non silicone low sheen dressing. Although many precautions are taken not to damage electronic sensors we are not responsible for damage that could occur.

Ozone Treatment

$50/4hrs
For strong offensive odors from cigarettes, smoke damage, decaying matter, pets, urine, food, beverages,
vomit, mold and mildew our Ozone treatment permanently kills the odor. Ozone (O3) is a colorless gas with a
distinct scent. It is a molecule made up of 3 atoms of oxygen. Ozone occurs quite readily in nature, at the beach,
in the forest, or near waterfalls. Since Ozone is the second most powerful sterilant in existence, is can easily
destroy bacteria, viruses, mold, mildew and odors in a 1/2 hour to 4 hours. Our Complete interior service is
highly recommended prior to the ozone treatment.

